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sealers Impulse 

Impulse sealers 

come in modular

form and can be 

adapted

to your needs



Distributed by:Distributed by:DimensionsDimensions
  
< S4 range: 600 x 285 x 190 mm

< S6 range: 800 x 285 x 190 mm 
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* This catalogue does not constitute a contractual document. We reserve the right to make any technical changes we consider necessary for improving the quality and design of our models.

ORA sealing machines operated manually or with a magnetic closing system
can make 400 or 600mm single or double seals.

The different models all have the same options, enabling them to be adapted 
once you have selected the model of sealer that best suits your needs. 
Please see the list of options.

< CE mark
< Supply: 230 V / 50 Hz neutral + earth

www.o-r-a.eu

< Power: 300w
< Consumption: 260w

List of options

ORA  Impulse sealers 

Manual sealing machines (fitted with a pedal and an indicator for controlling seal time)Manual sealing machines (fitted with a pedal and an indicator for controlling seal time)
                    
           < S 421 Sealing width 400 mm single seal           < S 421 Sealing width 400 mm single seal
           < S 422       "          "          "            double seal           < S 422       "          "          "            double seal
           < S 621       "          "       600 mm   single seal           < S 621       "          "       600 mm   single seal
           < S 622       "          "         "             double seal           < S 622       "          "         "             double seal

Semi-automatic sealing machineSemi-automatic sealing machine 
(indicator allowing seal time and hold time to be set)(indicator allowing seal time and hold time to be set)
                  
          < S 421 VM  Sealing width 400 mm single seal          < S 421 VM  Sealing width 400 mm single seal
          < S 422 VM      "                 "             "    double seal          < S 422 VM      "                 "             "    double seal
          < S 621 VM      "                 "   600 mm  single seal           < S 621 VM      "                 "   600 mm  single seal 

          < S 622  VM     "                 "             "    double seal          < S 622  VM     "                 "             "    double seal 
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1) Mechanical pedal
Standard feature on manual versions, 
can adapt for table-top magnetic
sealing machines.

2) Presser rod
To keep film on the machine.

3) Dispenser
Allows a roll to be used at
machine level.

4) Feeder
Set according to the desired
width.
The tubular film is positioned on the
feeder, enabling bags to be made.

5) Feeder stand
Allows the feeder to be fixed
to the machine.

6) Sealing machine stand
Allows the height and direction of
the work station to be adjusted.

7) Reel holder roller
Supports one or more reels
on the stand.

8) Work table8) Work table
Supports the products (positioning 
stop can be adjusted for height)

9) Casters9) Casters
Set of 4 (2 with brakes).

10) Button 10) Button ½
On a double sealing machine allows 
just a single seal (bag) to be made.


